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Hey guys! 

First up, thanks for purchasing FB Infiltrator (Software + Course), I will do my best to make sure 

that this product is by far one of your best purchases this 2014. 

So, I’m going to cut to the chase here. 

At first, I created FB Infiltrator only as a personal software. Then, after weeks of running massively 

dirt cheap traffic from FB straight to my landing pages in one of the most competitive markets on 

internet, “fitness”, I decided to share exactly what I was doing with my customers leading up to 

the creation of this premier course. 

And I’ve added in the FB Infiltration product to deliver an insane amount of value without paying 

an extra dime for it. The software alone is well worth over the price you paid, so look at this 

course as extra icing on the cake (the premium bonus). 

 

So here’s what I’m not going to do: 

I’m not going to shit you about how I stumbled on lucky gold then I started siphoning cheap 

targeted traffic out of a tin foil. 

Quite frankly, that’s not even what happened here. 

Secondly, I’m not going to waste your time trying to make this whole thing look complicated or 

something that only someone with technical knowledge can figure out. 

Real truth is, that I’m not technical savvy at all, in fact, to be honest, I’m not the kind of person 

you call a “Facebook expert” and up until September 2013, I had ZERO knowledge of running ads 

or getting targeted traffic from Facebook. 

But right now, I’m driving THOUSANDS of dirt cheap targeted traffic EVERY Single Day from 

Facebook. 

 

Where I send that traffic is totally up to me: 



- Sales Page 

- Squeeze Page 

- CPA Offer 

- Mobile Offer 

- Or just to a blog post 

 

Once you get this right, the amount of targeted traffic you drive in a day and where you send that 

traffic is totally up to you. 

Now, for the purpose of your understanding, this course is focused on. 

- Driving traffic to external URLs (sales page, t-shirt offer, squeeze page, CPA offer etc.) 

at a dirt cheap price. 

This is what I’m doing right now and it’s working so well for me so we’re not here to talk about 

building fan pages, running a viral campaign, Teespring offers, iframes, Facebook tabs, and all 

that complicated stuff. 

What I use with my strategy is mostly right-hand sidebar ads (I will also show you how I’m setting 

up Newsfeed ads later). 

If someone ever told you what you’re about to learn is shabby, let the person know that the result 

it gets is not shabby at all. 

This ad below generated over 100 new subscribers in a single day for me in the weight loss market 

and I only spent $24.50 to drive 500+ visitors to my landing page. 

 

And there’s even more amazing results like the one below: 



 

So, this thing flat-out works and I’ve seen myself paying as low as 2 cents per click in the fitness 

market (not the usual viral & passionate lovers’ niches). This is where every big dog is struggling 

for his own market share so it’s competitive down to every pixel. 

 

And these things don’t just work in the fitness market alone. Here are results from a student I 

helped. He’s targeting depression, panic attack and anxiety sufferers. 

At first, he was massively paying up to 72 cents a click, but all it took was 1 call with me and in 1 

night, his ad cost dropped from 72 cents a click to 4 cents a click. 



 

But this whole course is not about me or the kind of great results I’m getting. It’s more about YOU 

and how you can get even better results this 2014. 

Now, just for the record, 

I’m not going to start teaching super-newbie stuff like trying to convince you why you should run 

a Facebook ad (I’m sure that if you bought FB Infiltrator then you already know why you should 

invest in Facebook paid traffic). 

Or telling you the difference between an ad and a campaign, or any super basic stuff. 

I will just jump straight into how to setup my ads and get results like this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Running the Ads 
First thing I want you to remember is that running ads on Facebook is one of the easiest things 

on Earth. I’m not a technical person so personally I don’t like complicated stuff and this is exactly 

what has stopped me from launching my first campaign until my friend Denis Balitskiy showed 

me how super-easy this thing is. 

A lot of people make it look complicated and hard so they can come out as “real badass 

marketers” for running successful ads and when you don’t succeed, you blame yourself for not 

being badass enough to figure out the big deal behind it. 

Also, let me tell you that I didn’t wake up one morning and stumble on a traffic goldmine. I had 

my fair share of paying through the nose while running my initial set of ads before I figured it all 

out 

You see I’ve always been told that cheap clicks = ROI which practically means that it doesn’t 

matter if you’re paying 17 cents a click or 3 dollars a click as far as your EPC is high than your CPC 

and you’re making profits. 

That’s totally cool and all, but I know there could be another way to get even better results, you 

know what I mean? 

Like those dirt cheap clicks and I’m not talking about the kind of ad costs you get when you target 

South American countries. I’m talking about targeting serious English-speaking buyer countries 

like USA, UK, Australia, South Africa, New Zealand and still pay dirt cheap for clicks. 

 

So, why should you do it my way? 

Cost per Click + Good EPC = Great ROI 

But, 

Dirt Cheap Cost per Click + Good EPC = Amazing ROI (more profits) 

For example, 

If you could pay $0.32 per click to get an EPC of $0.92… that’s a very good 

campaign with great ROI, but what if you could pay $0.05 per click and get same 

EPC of $0.92? 

Now, that’s an even better ROI and you make more profit. ;-). 

 



And that’s exactly why you should do it my way! 

Now, if we’re on the same page then let’s get started already! 

With my strategy, they’re a couple of things that really change the game: 

- Images 

- Ad Copy 

- Location & Languages 

- Audience (Precise Interest) 

- Bid Strategy 

Now, let’s get straight into my account and setup a campaign live in the eBook. I will take you 

through it LIVE step by step and explain everything that I’m doing. 

I will setup 2 different campaigns… 

- First one in Sidebar 

- Second one in Newsfeed  

I will also shoot 2 case study videos of me setting up those campaigns LIVE on screen and we’ll 

track their results together in follow-up videos. 

By the time you have bought my FB Infiltration product and reading this premier course, the 

videos should have been all there in your members’ area for you to watch. 

So, let’s get started. 

 

LIVE Setup I (Sidebar) 
Go create your new campaign. 

Do not optimize for conversions, instead, target “Clicks to Website”. I get better results this way 

and if you want to track your conversions, use a 3rd party tracker to get the job done. 

PS: I like using trackers that have a heat map feature such as www.visualwebsiteoptimizer.com  



 

Clicking Continue and you will get to the next stage of selecting images. 

This is where we start beefing things up and I’m going to take you through some insider secrets 

and reveal some mind-blowing stuff to you. 

 

The images you see that I’ve selected in this place are by far some of my best images after running 

so many campaigns and lots of testing. 

I can now be confident while these images are performing the way they are supposed. 

But before that, let me answer 3 big “Facebook ad image” questions. These are questions I’ve 

seen a lot of people asking and it seems to affect almost every one. 

 

Question 1: Must I show my face in the ad staring right back at the visitor? NO 

  



Question 2: Must I do all of those red border and twisting of image stuff? NO 

 

Question 3: Must I use the 100x72 pixel size for sidebar ads? NO 

 

As far as the whole 100x72 pixel stuff goes, if you look at the images I uploaded, you’ll realize that 

most of them are way over 400px in width. 

Here’s why these images work: 

- Concurrent with target market 

- High Definition 

- Bright & Outstanding 

 

Concurrent with Target Market: 
This is where so many people get it wrong about the whole Facebook ads picture thing. 

When you want to run an ad, the first thing is to understand your niche and understand what 

your potential prospects are really looking for. Since a picture speaks a thousand words, find out 

how to show them what they’re looking for or feeling, like in your ad photo. 

It’s like using the picture to connect with them. 

For example: 

When you’re talking about fitness, weight loss and burning fats, the target audience in that niche 

is not interested in seeing a stunningly beautiful lady or a man with a nice-lady’s face. What 

they’re interested in seeing are toned abs, sculpted bodies, lean muscles, a perfect slim body and 

the like. 



Let me show you some of the pictures that I’ve used in my ad that didn’t work for me at all and 

resulted in me paying serious CPC in the fitness market. 

 

The 2 people you see above are trainers in my fitness brand. You’ve seen me talk and talk so 

much about fitness and you might have already started wondering, “Why is Precious so obsessed 

with the fitness market?”. 

The reason is, I have a fitness brand and right now, we have thousands of students so, I’m not 

just driving traffic as a joke, I’m actually using this to build a 6 figure business in the fitness market. 

This will eventually turn to a 7 figure business someday (probably sooner than I’m thinking). 

When you’re talking about Facebook ads and driving traffic in general, I’m not just doing this as 

knock-off stuff or just to get case studies to use and launch/sell some product/course, these are 

things I’m doing right now in my real business. 

Heck, if I’m doing this in my business, you should be doing it too… 

Now, back to the images above and the reason they didn’t work for us. 

NOTE: I used a lot more like this but I just want to show you these two so you get the idea. 

You see, to be honest when I was still starting out with Facebook ads, I thought those images 

were going to be a killer. Obviously the people in the picture are fit and I was inundated with that 

whole “show your face in the ad staring right back at the audience” FB ad image fallacy. 

I really thought these were going to be killer images but damn, I’ve never been so wrong. In some 

cases, I even paid up to $1 a click and I’m not kidding about that, it’s serious. 

I tried a bunch of ads with similar kinds of ads and 



I even tried ad images where the trainers were 

shirtless with their eyes staring right back at the 

visitor. 

Heck, I even thought this was going to be the deal 

breaker ad that will drive my click-thru rate 

through the roof, but at the end of the day, it was 

just another failed campaign. 

 

I was getting frustrated by the minute and, I was 

just a days away from quitting and getting back 

from my already mastered traffic systems (Google 

rankings, YouTube rankings & Google+ community infiltration). 

But, I wouldn’t quit without one more trial and it was a stupid thing that opened my eyes. 

You see, up until that moment, I’ve done everything by the book to make sure I get the results I 

want. Although, this new concept is a bit weird compared to everything else I’ve been taught 

about Facebook ad images. 

This image was the deal breaker for me and literally changed the game for Facebook ads 

 You see, as a brand, we had this fan page where 

we shared some inspirational fitness quotes and 

photos (before & after). 

We just launched the fanpage newly as well… 

I usually go to Pinterest & Tumblr to search for 

these quotes and pictures. On that very good 

day, I saw this image pinned on a weight loss 

quotes Pinterest board (it linked to a Tumblr 

post) and I liked it, so I shared on my fan page. 

People really liked it and they were LIKING and 

SHARING the photo. Without a doubt, it was awesome for our audience. 

 

 

 

 



 

Here’s the post on our Facebook fan page. 

  

When I was setting another ad leading to our landing page that evening, I decided to use it as the 

ad image. This was just out of curiosity as I don’t mind spending another 15 bucks on testing. 

I launched it with a couple of tweaks to my ad copy and the demographics. 

About 24 hours into the campaign, I had my first ever AWESOME Facebook ad, you know that 

eureka moment? 

See the results: 

Do the math… 

That’s $0.05 per click with CTR of 0.217% 

 

This was my FIRST EVER super successful 

Facebook campaign where I didn’t have to pay double-digits per click so I knew I was onto 

something serious here. 

This ad has practically defied everything I’ve been taught about Facebook ads image. 



- I didn’t have someone with their face staring back at the visitor 

- I didn’t have any kind of border around the image 

- I didn’t twist the image or try to distort it any way 

- I didn’t resize the image to 100x72 pixels for right-hand side, in fact, the dimension of 

the image is 500x380 pixels. 

EVERYTHING I thought I knew about Facebook ad image was defied in one glorifying moment and 

it was shocking to me to say the least. 

Then I went gaga, testing more and more images. I also went to my fan page and found some 

images performing well and used it in setting up my ads, such as: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



And here’s another one that performed very well for me… 

 

With every new ad, I tweaked it more and got even better results and studied the campaign more 

to realize what’s getting these far better results and here’s what I discovered: 

Unlike before, my ad images were now connecting with my audience and they were now 

concurrent with my target crowd. 

At first, I didn’t realize that my audience wasn’t interested in seeing a beautiful girl or seeing a 

handsome trainer. 

 

I discovered that photos of people sweating like crazy, burning fat, toned abs, ripped body, lean 

muscles, and all that sort of stuff are the kind of ad images that engage my audience. 

I was determined to drive my CTR and pay even lower for ads so, I started tweaking my ad images. 

Here are some of the top performers in the fitness market. 



 

 

 

I have used a lot of more ad images, but of course, I’m not about sharing all my images here as, I 

just want you to get the idea. 



Each of these images has an extremely high CTR and I paid $0.03 or less per click. Each photo 

connects with and has a way of engaging with the audience in the weight loss/fitness market. 

 

High Definition, Brightness, Shouting & Vibrancy: 
Another discovery I made with Facebook ad images is that “Bright images” will get you better 

results… 

I’m talking about images that are sunny and more flashy (eye popping) in color scheme to get 

more CTR. I did a lot of testing before coming to my conclusion. 

Hate it or love it, dull images won’t get you the kind of results vibrant images will get you. 

This is perhaps one of my best tests amongst many others that showed the clear difference in 

CTR between these types of images. 

 

The lesson here is to choose images that are vibrant with eye popping colors or shouting colors 

as some may call it. 

Another amazing discovery I made was that “landscape images” convert more compared their 

vertical, square, or not-so landscape counterparts. 

This is an experience from so many campaigns I’ve ran and so many tests that I’ve conducted, so 

it couldn’t go wrong. 

Here’s one that stands out the most and will show you the idea of what I’m talking about clearly: 



 

These 2 images are same but you will be super-surprised that while the landscape version was 

having CTR of 0.221% and kept rising, the normal version of the image was stuck at 0.108% and 

started decreasing after 2 days of running the campaign. 

Here’s how the landscape version looked on the ad: 

 

This was not the only campaign to verify this and I’ve done a ton with images as far as Facebook 

is concerned. 

Here’s another sample of a landscape and normal photo: 



 

This normal version had a CTR of 0.104% 

 

 

 

 

 

This landscape version had a CTR of 0.213% 

 

 

 

 

 

I’m sure you get the idea now, right? 

Great, let’s keep moving 

 

How do I Easily Find Images for Ads? 

Pinterest & Tumblr = Facebook Ad Images Done For You ;-) 

I personally use Pinterest a lot. 

I go over to Google and search for keywords like “fitness quotes Pinterest”, “burn fat Pinterest”, 

and so on. You’ll see results for tons of jaw dropping collections of images to make your choices 

from. 



 

You can do this for tons of niches and tons of search terms. You can even go to Tumblr or Pinterest 

directly and search inside them for blogs. 

Once you get your images right, 

We move on to actually configuring another phase of the ad. 

 

The Ad Copy 
Let me just show you live how my own Ad Copy looks like: 

 



When it comes to ad copy, the key is to keep it super simple. 

For high CTR, always put in your CTA right at beginning of the description. 

It works well for me and 

the reason is simple: once your target audience sees the ad, their eyes are drawn to the CTA 

first before the rest of the body. 

Here’s the thing: 

• You have very limited space on Facebook to write your ad copy 

• You have barely 3 seconds from point of contact with your audience to get that 

audience to take action 

Whichever way you look at it, you’re not in the smoothest position in the work as you’re limited 

on both time and space and you can’t afford to mess that up and that’s why you need to 

optimize your effort. 

SHORT, SWEET Ad Copy geared towards CTA works very well! 

Use the KISS method and you’ll be just fine. Always remember that CTA is the priority if you 

want to create click-happy ads. 

 

Location and Languages: 
In this phase, I’m going to tell you what I call the Power 9 and this power 9 is what has been 

helping me get extremely low CTR in my niches. 

I will keep this simple, 

I don’t know why it works to be honest, but it flat out works. 

In fact, I stumbled on this out of mere curiosity of what would happen to the campaign if I did 

it. 

Naturally, I’ve only targeted 5 English countries which are: 

- United States 

- United Kingdom 

- Canada 

- Australia 



- New Zealand 

and the trick is adding 3 none English speaking countries. 

3 non-English speaking countries: you don’t switch these ones and they are Italy, Spain, & 

France. 

Relax! We’re not about to waste our money on the Italia mafia; I’ve got you fully covered ;-). 

I will show you something at the end of this phase to prove to you that our traffic is not getting 

wasted on people who won’t be purchasing our offers. 

But first, relax so that I can show you how it works. 

 

Just like the screenshot above, 

Enter the countries in order: 

- United States 

- United Kingdom 

- New Zealand 

- Canada 

- Australia 



- Italy  

- France 

- Spain 

You’ll notice something the moment you start adding Italy, France, and Spain. You suggested bid 

will start dropping like flies and it’s crazy. 

Then, of course, you need to figure out common details such as… 

- Age bracket you want to target 

- Gender you want to target 

If you want to look more into demographics, you could use Quantcast. They’re like 100 courses 

out there and over 10,000 free YouTube videos out there on the Internet that teach this. 

It’s common knowledge and super easy even if you’re the most blazingly new newbie. You’ll 

figure out once you watch one of the free videos on YouTube so I’m not going to dabble with it 

here. 

Once all that is done, go straight down to your language section and key in English (US) and 

English (UK). 

 

Now, watch your suggested bid shoot right back up. Now… you’re literally playing games with the 

Facebook ad center. 

Let me explain what is happening here… 

You’re telling the Facebook ad manager to target people in US, UK, Canada, Australia, New 

Zealand, (South Africa/Singapore/Hong Kong), Italy, France, and Spain BUT ONLY if they speak 

either English (US) or English (UK). 



Now, with this order, people in Italy, France, and Spain won’t see your ads. This might seem very 

simple (and it sure is) and it messes with the Facebook platform and literally FORCES it to give 

highly targeted dirt cheap clicks; the kind of CPC you pay when you target those non-English 

speaking countries. However, you will be getting English traffic all day long ;-). 

Are you excited yet? 

Let me show you some actual proof of this thing working so you can be confident that the traffic 

you’re getting is exactly what you need. 

Here’s the Google analytics from a page I ran traffic to: 

 

You can see that the makeup of Spain and Italy are practically negligible as they are just 2.94% 

and 2.94% respectively and France is practically non-existent in my traffic data.  

Look at the languages on the traffic data. 

 

 

English speakers clearly make up 90% of my traffic and I’m sure. 

Now, look at some other traffic stats: 



 

Boy, just look at the average visit duration of each visitor. 

Over 2 minutes each. That’s practically insane! This is to show you the level of engagement and 

that the audience is clearly interested in the content being delivered to them 

This is nothing new but Facebook traffic using exactly what I’m teaching you in this course right 

now. 

 

Audience (Precise Interests) 
This is a key player to get those dirt cheap clicks and I’m going to break things down for you on 

how I play with audience volume and daily budget. 

Here’s the basic rule: 

Audience Volume                                            Daily Budget 

2 million & below                                                       $2 

3 – 9 million                                                                 $3 

10 – 18 million                                                             $4 

20 – 26 million                                                             $5 

28 million & above                                                     $7.5 

 

I know this is a little bit different compared to what you’ve been taught so far and some say it’s 

crazy to expand your audience like this while keeping your daily budget this low. 

This is exactly what I’m doing right now and don’t worry, I’m going to show you how you can scale 

up safely and still drive thousands of clicks daily at a dirt cheap price. 

The real key here is to EXPLODE your audience volume and here’s what I mean. 



 

That’s audience volumes from some of my recent campaigns and they’re clearly all above 10 

million per campaign so it works so well for me. 

I’m going to show you how I’m using the 2 biggest networks on the Internet to do the research 

for me while I pick up the pieces. 

 

Facebook 

Here’s how I pack up a real huge audience real fast without doing any sort of research. I just let 

Facebook do all of  the work for me ;-). 

Step 1: I enter a mother keyword with massive audience; a keyword so broad it scares even me 

;-). 

 

Step 2: Facebook goes out there and pulls out the little more laser targeted keywords under my 

mother keyword and I just pick up the pieces. Then when I finish, I take away the mother keyword. 

 

 



Step 3: Repeat Step 1 & 2 respectively with another keyword 

Step 4: Repeat Step 1 & 2 respectively with another mother keyword until you run out of 

options and you have expanded your audience to the size you want. 

Google 

This one is probably one of my favorites because it supplies you with almost an unlimited 

amount of audience to target on Facebook. 

I haven’t seen any course teaching this so once you start using it, you’ll be tapping into 

something very serious here ;-). 

This is the strategy I use in going after brands & celebrities in my target market without getting 

caught up with the competition. 

It’s simple: 

Go to Google.com, throw in a keyword with a massive search volume or massive return page 

results (Brands/Celebrities), and watch what happens: 

 

Yup, they will return the results and then show you more brands people are searching for. 

All you do now is just click on the “people also search for” link and the new page opens. 

 

 



Then you can now go gaga with the results on Facebook. Let’s just throw in some of the results 

into our Facebook ad and see the kind of volume they have. 

Remember, all of these are BRANDS in the fitness market: 

 

 

 

 

Guys, I can go on and on with this but am sure you get the idea. This is practically “research Done-

For-You”, but with the 2 biggest players on the Internet, you don’t have to spend the whole day 

messing around trying to gather your audience. 

Now, let do this one more time with celebrity in the fitness market as well. 

Just like in the other case, I’m going to go enter a nice celebrity in the fitness market and let 

Google do the work for me. 



 

 

Click on the “People also search for” link and you have this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



You can do this for as many brands/celebrities as you want in your target: 

 

  



 

Seriously, just go crazy and let Google & Facebook do all of the hard work for you. 

 

By the time you’re done, your audience and coverage will be so BIG, Facebook will have no option 

than to explode your number of clicks per every dollar spent with them. 

Now, you can decide to keep the Facebook method only, the Google method only, or just 

combine the 2 of them to get even better results. 



 

Bid Strategy: 
This part is pretty much the easy part. 

- Give the campaign a name 

- Set the daily budget (I already gave you basic layout for this). 

And now, for the very important one: 

Automatically bid for clicks! 

I used to bid manually, but I won’t do that again. 

 

 

Just choose “automatically optimize my bid to get more clicks” and allow Facebook to do all the 

hard work for you, spreading out, frequency etc. 

Just sit back and enjoy the results ;-). 

And talking about enjoying results, look at the ad I just setup while teaching you these steps. This 

ad has only been LIVE for about 2 hours and it’s already piling up dirt cheap clicks. 

 



 

52 Clicks @ $0.02 per click = dirt cheap targeted traffic! 

 

LIVE Setup II (Newsfeed) 
When it comes to running Newsfeed ads, my favorite is running them through Power Editor and 

I get much better results that way. 

The only newsfeed ads I’ve setup via the standard Ad Manager never performed well for reasons 

best known to Facebook. 

Whenever you want to run newsfeed ads, I highly recommend you use Power Editor. 

To start the Power Editor, go over to… https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/powereditor/ 

Once it loads, you need to update the Power Editor center by downloading your entire campaign 

into the power editor. 

Just click the “Download to Power Editor” button and you’re set. 

 

NOTE: downloading new data will erase and replace the old information in your power editor as 

of the last day you updated it with fresh new data. 

 

Here’s one thing you need to engrave in your mind when it comes to running newsFeed ads; 

“custom audiences”. 

Earlier before I realized this, I used to run newsfeed ads with little to very poor results, struggling 

to breakeven, but the moment I nailed this thing, results were through the roof. 



I went from embarrassing 0.37% CTR to as high as 7% CTR in many cases (yes, 7% CTR) though 

I’ve found the average for me to be within 2 – 4% CTR. 

For a guy who used to have 0.37% CTR, having 2% CTR with custom audiences is already a great 

deal, but here is where the deal gets better. 

Because of this increase in CTR, my ad cost dropped drastically and I get more targeted clicks and 

increased ROI. 

And it doesn’t even stop there: 

I went from a messy 15 – 20% opt-in rate on my landing pages with newsfeed traffic, to a 

staggering 40 – 90% opt-in rate (yes… damn, 90% opt-in rate). I’m averaging around 64% opt-in 

rates mostly. 

I’ve got proof to back it up. I’m here to show you only what really works. 

 

So, are you hooked yet? 

Newsfeed ads are the big fish here (great conversions and massive ROIs is all you get when you 

run a winning campaign)! 

Here’s another campaign with 4.34% CTR and 69.1% opt-in rate: 



 

All these are very much possible for anyone through the combination of Newsfeed ads and 

custom audiences. 

Right now, I’m going to walk you through the entire setup step by step. 

 

>>Your Custom Audiences 

First, you need to gather your target audience and get them ready for your campaigns. You have 

to know that not all custom audiences are equal. 

Some audiences are less powerful and less passionate about the topic you found them interested 

in, so you need to extract only those audiences that are really passionate about the topic you’re 

targeting them for. 

 

For example: if you want to target your audience at “expert social media managers and 

marketers”, it makes all the sense to go scrape fans/users of HootSuite (a popular social media 

management/engagement platform). 

Now, practically, you head over to HootSuite’s fanpage and scrape their fans and you’re a winner, 

WRONG! 

Yes, you’ll be able to scrape fans but there’s no definite possibility that the audience you gathered 

are really passionate about social media marketing. 



This is where many UID extractor apps fail and the fact is that you’ll never know. Whenever you 

run your campaign, you don’t get the kind of ROI you’re expecting from a custom audience. 

Only a few people know that this happens and many UID scraping tools out there just go into the 

groups/pages and scrape random members, but that’s not what you need. 

What you need are members who are very passionate about that topic, people who are really 

engaged. 

To find them, you need to use an intelligent algorithm that extract them and the fact is, most of 

the UID software out there doesn’t have them. 

That’s why we painstakingly built www.socileadsuite.com (SociLeads App) to do the grunt job and 

I highly recommend that you start using it to extract your custom audience. 

It’s not been released to the general public yet. We’ve only released this to the inner circle 

members of who purchased our FB Infiltrator software. If you didn’t grab a copy then go on ahead 

and get it here: http://fbinfiltrator.com/final-upgrade 

How the software works is that it uses special algorithm that discovers fans who are frequently 

active over a period of time on the fan page (this shows they are passionate about the 

niche/topic/brand). I’m talking about people who have commented, liked, and shared on the fan 

page so many times. 

They frequent the fan page with high activity and participate in discussions (being passionate 

couldn’t get any better). 

SociLeads App also has so many other features for extracting passionate and very active 

audiences from Facebook groups and events. 

I’m not going to start teaching you how to use SociLeads App beacuase once you get the software, 

you will get the training in the members’ area. 

I’m going to assume you’ve extracted your audience… all you have left to do is upload them. 

 

Step 1: ensure the UIDs are saved in a .txt notepad file 

Step 2: go to: https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/audiences.php 

Step 3: create your audience 



 

 

Step 4: select Data File upload 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Step 5: configure and upload… 

 

 

That’s it! In just 5 simple steps, you’re all setup and ready to go. 

 

>>The Power Editor 

Once your audience is ready, the next step is running the campaign inside the power editor. 

To access your powereditor, go here: https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/powereditor/ 

 

Once it opens, the first thing you need to do is Download account/campaign updates. 

 

 



Once you click on that button, you need to select your account number and download. 

 

 

To run an ad inside the power editor, you need to create a campaign. 

Take a look at the image below. I’m going to take each of those parameters and explain it to 

you now. 



 

 

Step 1: I chose “Campaigns” tab 

 

Step 2: I clicked on “Create Campaign” button and a drop down form appeared for me to setup 

the campaign details 

 

Step 3: I enter my Campaign Name (this can be any name you want). 

Step 4: I chose the campaign type (I always leave this at “Auction campaign) and it works pretty 

well for me. 

 

Step 5: I added my daily budget, I recommend starting at 4 – 5 dollars per day if you’re going to 

use Optimized CPM then scale up from there but if you’re going to use CPC for your campaign, 

then you put down as much budget as you want. 



 

Step 6: setup the start date of the campaign. What you need to know is that in general, the 

campaign date and time is in PST so you need to make sure you set it up correctly to avoid up 

screwing up your campaign. 

 

Step 7: I checked the “Run Campaign Continuously” function and this will enable my campaign, 

to run all the time until I stop it. 

 

After creating the campaign, what you need to do next is create Advert for the campaign, which 

is really very simple but very important. 

 

 

Once you’ve clicked on the “Create Advert” button, a drop down form will appear where you 

will configure your ad. 



 

Ok, I’m going to break it down for you to understand: 

 

Arrow 1: enter your ad name, this could be anything you want. 

Arrow 2: this is for selecting your objective. What you choose here is going to be what Facebook 

will be optimizing your ad performance for. 

 

Arrow 3: select the fan page you want to run the ads from 

 

Arrow 4: select the post you want to promote. There are basically 2 types of posts. 

- Live Posts: these are posts you already made in the fan page 



- Dark Posts: this feature is used to run ads to unpublished posts. It becomes important 

if you want to promote a new ad and you want to publish the ad as a post in your fan 

page. 

 

For live posts, simply pick any of the existing posts on your fan page. 

 

For dark posts, you need to create a new unpublished post. 

 

Once you click that link, a pop up box will appear that looks like this. 



 

There are many kinds of “unpublished page post” here, but the best performing ones for me are 

“Link and Photo”. 

From my opinion: 

- Link will get you faster clicks 

- Photo will get you much cheaper clicks 

Once you’ve created a post, you’ve got 2 more setups remaining on this page. 

 

1: you can track conversion (highly recommended) 

2: choose “News Feed (Desktop Only)” for better ad performance. 

 



Once you’re done, head over to the audience tab and set it up. 

Under the Audience tab, you will see 2 more tabs “standard and advanced”. 

In the standard tab, I’m really not doing much there as I’ve got this whole custom audience thing 

going for me so it makes my work so much easier. 

 

Location: I like removing all countries here since I will be using custom audience, except when I 

want to target specific people in the audience. 

Age: anything you want, but I recommend setting minimum at 18 to avoid any policy issues. 

I think you pretty much get the idea. Leave blank any space you wish to not configure. 

Then, go to the advanced sub-tab. 



 

Ok, that’s what you’ve all been waiting for. Add as many of your custom audiences as you want 

and you can also customize and target specific kinds of people inside the custom audience list 

using Facebook’s configurations. 

Once you’ve completed everything, 

You run your ad by simply hitting the green “Upload Changes”   button: 

 

That’s it. Once you’ve done this, your campaign is up. 

 

 

 

 



What To Expect from Newsfeed Ads and Why FB 

Infiltrator Plugin Rocks! 

I’m writing this final part of the “FB Infiltrator: Premier Course” as a quick makeover of how I’m 

crushing it with Facebook’s Newsfeed. 

I’ve done a lot of Newsfeed ads myself and I’ve learned a lot over time. 

 

First: for maximum success, use custom audiences and use our SociLeads App to extract your 

audience. 

 

Secondly: for newsfeed ads, I find myself paying up to 3 and 4 cents per click in the fitness market 

and around 4 – 6 cents per click in the Internet marketing niche. 

I’m talking about quality clicks that I use to sell products that are bringing me insane ROI. On 

average, I’m spending around 150 bucks on newsfeed ads to make $1,000+. The ROI is over the 

moon because all the clicks I’m getting are of very high quality. 

 

Third and finally, I did a recent case study in a very CLOSED up competitive group. These specific 

groups of people are bombarded by ads everyday so your cost will really be over the moon if you 

don’t make some ninja moves. 

I ran 2 ads to compare the ad cost and, of course, I didn’t use any ninja tricks. 

It was a simple newsfeed ad and an FB Infiltrator based newsfeed ad. 

In the ad, it was the same audience, same campaign type, same budget and same content. Well, 

guess which one has the least ad cost? 

 

 



 

Yes, you guessed it! 

FB Infiltrator WON on all angles hands down. 

This software is not just going to help you collect leads, promote, and sell products inside 

newsfeed and fan page posts. It’s going to drop your ad cost like a hammer on a cube of sugar. 

Tt’s so powerful you would think it’s magic! 

Go get started with the FB Infiltrator software right now and also put this bonus “Premier Course” 

to very good use. 

 

 

 

 



If you need help, contact our support at http://pagedsupport.com 

 

Cheers 

Precious 
 


